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Abstract:  
 In this paper we define a compatible total order on the set of all 
polynomials with real coefficients and finite degree. We use the order defined 
on the Bruck-Reilly extension ),( GBR  for that purpose. 
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Introduction  
 We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and 
results concerning semigroups. In particular, we shall assume familiarity with the 
basic results on regular and inverse semigroups. These results and other un-
defined terminology can be found in [2]. 
Let G  be a group and   an endomorphism of G .  Let ),( GBR  be the 
Bruck-Reilly extension of G  defined by  . The elements of ),( GBR have 
the form sr gab , with Gg  and 0, INsr  . The multiplication is defined by 
vuusuusssurssuvusr ahgbhabgab  )()(.  , 
with agbg )( , for all Gg . 
 
The relation G   
 Let  0,)( 2210  nnn axaxaxaaxP   be the set of all 
polynomials with real coefficients and finite degree. The set )(xP with the 
usual addition is a group that we will call G . Define the function 
)(: xP , that transforms each )(xPf   in naf )( , with 0na  and 
.,0 nja j   
Let us define on G  the relation 
.0)(  fgorgfgf G   
Theorem: The relation G  is a compatible total order on G. 
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Proof. 
We will begin by showing that G  is a partial order. 
 It is trivial to show that the relation is reflexive and symmetric. To 
prove transitivity, suppose that gf G  and hg G .  We will study the 
d i f f e r e n t  cases that can occur: 
1) hgf   
In this case transitivity is trivial. 
2) 0)(  ghandgf   
Since gf   and 0)(  gh , then 0)(  fh  which implies that hf G
, by the definition of G  .  
3) 0)(  fg  and hg   
The proof of this case is analogous to case 2. 
4) 0)(  fg  and 0)(  gh  
Let 
n
nxaxaxaafg  
2
210 , with 0na , and 
m
mxbxbxbbgh  
2
210 , with 0mb . 
Suppose that mn  . Then, 
,)()()()()( 1100
n
n
m
mm xaxbaxbabafgghfh  
where 0na  by hypothesis. Then 0)(  fh , which implies that 
.hf G  
If, on the other hand, mn , we have 
,)()()()()( 1100
m
m
n
nn xbxbaxbabafgghfh    
which implies that 0)(  fh , since 0mb . Then .hf G  
If mn  , we have 
m
mm xbaxbabafgghfh )()()()()( 1100   . 
Since ,0, mm ba  then ,0 mm ba  i.e., 0)(  fh , and then 
.hf G  
So the relation is transitive. 
Consequently G  is a partial order relation on G . 
 To  show  that  is  a  total  order  suppose  that  gf G  . Then  gf   
and 0)(  fg .  Therefore  0)(  gf ,  which  implies  that  fg G  by  
the definition of G . 
 T show that G   is compatible, suppose that gf G , i.e., gf   or 
0)(  fg . We have to show that hghf G  . 
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If  gf  the  proof  is  trivial  since  hghf  .  
If 0)(  fg  then 0)()]()[(  fghfhg  , therefore we have 
that G   is a compatible total order on G . 
 
Using the Bruck-Reilly extension ),( GBR   
 Define on G   the  endomorphism  , such  that 
dx
df
f )(   and consider  
the Bruck-Reilly extension ),( GBR  such that the morphism 
ZGBR ),(:  ,defined by  
rsgab sr )(  
is isotone, using the usual order on integers. 
In [1], we have that the relation 








rsifhg
rsifhg
habgab
sr
G
rs
ss
N
rr
,)(
,)(


, 
defined on  0, INrgabKerN rr    is a compatible total order on N . 
We also have in [1], the compatible total order on ),( GBR  defined by: 








hgandmror
hgandmrandmnrs
ormnrshabgab
G
rm
mr
G
nm
N
sr
)(
)(

 . 
We will translate this relations to the set )(xP  . 
Let 
0,2210  n
n
n axaxaxaag  ,  
and 
,0,2210  m
m
m bxbxbxbbh   
be two polynomials of degree n  and m , respectively. 
On the case rs  , we have 
)()( 2210
n
nrs
rs
rs xaxaxaa
dx
d
g 


  
 












 nrsifxa
j
jrs
nrsif
rsn
j
j
jrs ,.
!
)!(
,0
)(
0
. 
Using the compatible total order defined on G , we have: 
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


















)(,0
)(,.
)]!([
!
)(,0
)(
rsnmifaor
rsnmifa
rsn
n
bor
rsnmifbor
hg
dx
d
hg
n
nm
m
rs
rs
G
rs  
Analogously, in case rs  : 
)()( 2210
m
msr
sr
sr xbxbxbb
dx
d
h 


  












 msrifxb
j
jsr
msrif
srm
j
j
jsr ,.
!
)!(
,0
)(
0
, 
and using again the order on G , we have: 


















)(,0
)(,.
)]!([
!
)(,0
)(
srmnifbor
srmnifab
srm
m
or
srmnifaor
h
dx
d
g
hg
m
mm
n
sr
sr
sr
G  . 
 
The order on KerN   is 




















































)(,0
)(,.
)]!([
!
)(,0
)(,0
)(,.
)]!([
!
)(,0
srmnifbor
srmnifab
srm
m
or
srmnifaor
h
dx
d
g
rs
rsnmifaor
rsnmifa
rsn
n
bor
rsnmifbor
hg
dx
d
rs
habgab
m
mm
n
sr
sr
n
nm
m
rs
rs
ss
N
rr
, 
that we will call (i). 
Now we can define the compatible total order on Bruck-Reilly extension 
),( GBR . Therefore 
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

















ruifhg
ruifhg
andrsuv
or
rsuv
habgab
ur
G
G
ru
vusr
,)(
,)(


, 
Which we can translate by: 
rsuvhabgab vusr   
or 


















)(,0
)(,
)]!([
!
)(,0
runmifaor
runmifa
run
n
bor
runmifbor
hg
dx
d
andruandrsuv
n
nm
m
ru
ru
or 

















)(,0
)(,
)]!([
!
)(,0
urmnifbor
urmnifab
urm
m
or
urmnifaor
h
dx
d
g
andruandrsuv
m
nm
n
ur
ur
, 
where n and m are the degrees of g and h, respectively. We shall call this 
expressions (ii) and (iii), respectively. 
 
Example 
 For a better understanding of the order relation we shall consider the 
polynomials g and h: 
43231 xxxxg    and  
32 521 xxxh  , 
with degrees 4n and 3m , respectively. 
Using the compatible total order defined on G, we have that gh G , since 
001)( hg . 
Consider the elements of kerN , 33gab and 55hab . We have 
5533 habgab N  because, using (i) defined on N, 35  rs  and  053 b . 
Let us consider now two elements of ),( GBR , 23gab and 34hab . 
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It is easy to show that 3423 habgab  , since 3243  rsuv  and 
ru  . Therefore, using (ii), )34(4)(3  runm  and 
1.4.
)]!34(4[
!4
5 43 

 ab . 
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